
1. Make your document 1000 by 1000, RGB, 100 ppi, 8 bits, white background.

2. Duplicate the background layer and add a layer style of pattern overlay, use your

favorite grass pattern.  Rename this layer to “grass”.

3. Create a new layer.  Grab the Brush tool and use the default 19 pixel hard  round.

Draw in some roads.  Rename this layer to “roads”.

4.

5. Add some layer styles: pattern overlay (I used gouache), color overlay of

something yellowish (I used C9BA52 set to overlay at 60% opacity), outer glow

with color C8AF7D set to multiply, 50% opacity, size of 21, inner glow of the

same color set to screen, 20% opacity and size of 3.



6.

7. Duplicate the layer and clear the layer style.

8. Set the fill of the layer to zero and add a layer style of stroke, 1 pixel black.

9. Hold down the ctrl key and create a new layer by clicking on the icon on the layer

palette...this creates the new layer below the current layer.

10. Click back on the roads copy layer and merge down (ctrl-e)...this removes the

layer style.

11. Rename this layer “roads stroke”.



12.

13. Create a new layer and ctrl-click on the “roads” layer.

14. Select – Modify – Expand = 30.

15. Click on the Paths tab and at the bottom click on “make work path from

selection”.

16. Now switch the Brush tool over to the Pencil tool and grab the 24 pixel hard

square tip.

17. Open the Brush Editor.

18. Click on Brush tip shape and set the diameter at 40, the spacing at 150%

19. Click on Shape dynamics and set the size jitter to 100% and control to Pen

pressure, set the Angle jitter at 2% and control to Direction.

20. Click on Scattering and set that at 100% and Count of 2.

21. Click on Color dynamics and set the Foreground/background jitter at 100% and

Pen pressure.  Close the Brush Editor.

22. Change the black color to 6B5518 and change the white color to D2C7A1.

23. At the bottom of the Paths palette, click on “stroke path with brush”.



24. Delete the work path and click back on the Layers tab.

25. Filter – Blur – Gaussian blur = .5

26. Add a layer style of Bevel and Emboss:  Inner bevel, chisel soft, depth is 100, size

is 51, set the highlight and shadow modes both at 50%.

27. Rename this layer to “base”.

28.

29. Create a new layer and hide every layer except the base layer and white

background layer.

30. Hold down the ctrl – shift – alt – e keys.

31. Filter – Brush Strokes – Accented Edges = move all of the sliders to the far left.

32. Reset the colors to black and white and then swap the colors to make white the

foreground color.

33. Select – Color Range = white and set the fuzziness to 50.

34. Hit the Delete key then deselect (ctrl-d).

35. Unhide the hidden layers and rename this layer to “houses”.



36. Ctrl-click on this layer (in the layer palette) then Select – Modify – Contract = 1.

Then Select – Inverse then hit delete and deselect.

37. Add a layer style of stroke = size is 1, position is outside and color is black.

38.

39. Duplicate this layer and add a layer style of color overlay...use black.

40. Hold down the ctrl key and create a new layer (as before it will be created

underneath this layer).  Click back on the houses copy layer and merge down

removing the layer style.

41. Rename this layer to shadows.

42. Duplicate this layer and click on the Move tool.

43. On the keyboard hit the down arrow two times and the right arrow one time.

44. Duplicate the layer and repeat the previous step.  Make three more layers and

move them each down twice and right once.

45. Once you have 6 shadow layers, link them together and click on the topmost

shadow layer...then merge down.

46. Filter – Blur – Gaussian Blur = 2.



47. Set the opacity of the layer at 50% and make sure to rename the layer to

“shadows”.  On the keyboard hit the down arrow 4 times and the right arrow 2

times...this makes sure that the blurred shadows don't peak out the side where

they aren't supposed to be, otherwise the stroked houses seem to have a thicker

stroke.

48.

49. Click on the grass layer and create a new layer.  Filter – Render – Clouds.  This

breaks up our grass pattern a little bit by adding dark and light splotches.  Rename

this layer to “adjust 1”.

50. Duplicate the layer and then hide the new layer and click back on this layer.

Image – Adjustments – Gradient map = change the colors on the slider bar to a

light yellow-green and a dark orange-brown.  Set the blend mode of the layer to

Color.

51. Click on the hidden layer named Layer 1 copy (it's the one we just duplicated and

then hid).  Duplicate it and move it to the top and hide the new layer then come



back to this layer.  Set the blend mode to soft light and opacity between 50 and

75%.  Rename this layer to “adjust 2”.

52.

53. Click back on the black and white clouds layer at the top.  Filter – render –

difference clouds.  Hit ctrl-f nine times.

54. Select – color range = black with a fuzziness of 200.  Hit the delete key two times

then deselect.

55. Ctrl-click on the houses layer then Select – Inverse then hit the delete key and

deselect.

56. Set the fill of the layer to zero then add a color overlay of C18E2C set to soft

light.  This gives our houses some color other than brown and tan.  Rename this

layer to “house adjust”.

57. Create a new layer and rename it to “tree base”.  Click on the Pencil tool and pick

the 27 pixel soft round tip.  Open the Brush Editor.  Set the spacing to 150%, set

the size jitter, angle jitter, and roundness jitter to 100%, set the scatter to 100%

and count of 5.  Now draw in some trees.



58. Add a pattern overlay of the default clouds, add a color overlay of something

olive green set to hard light, add an inner bevel of size 50, highlight and shadow

both at 50%.

59. Duplicate this layer and hide all layers except for the tree base layer and white

background layer.  Create a new layer then hit ctrl – shift – alt – e.  Filter – Brush

strokes – accented edges = set the sliders to the far left.  Make white the

foreground color then Select – Color range = white with a fuzziness of 50.  Hit

delete and deselect.  Image – adjustments – desaturate.  

60. Unhide the hidden layers and rename this layer to “trees”.  Add a color overlay of

5C6B39 and set its blend to overlay, inner bevel of size 50, highlight and shadow

modes set to overlay at 50%, and a drop shadow set to 50% opacity size is 5 and

distance is 10.  Rename this layer to “trees”.

61.

62. Create a new layer.  Using the same brush (but this time set the roundness jitter to

50-75%) draw in some ponds.  Add a pattern overlay of the default clouds and a

color overlay of something bluish if you want.  Rename this layer to “pond base”.



63. Duplicate this layer and hide all layers except the pond base layer and white

background.  Create a new layer and hit ctrl – shift – alt -e.  Filter – stylize –

glowing edges = set the first slider all the way to the left and the other sliders all

the way to the right.  Image – adjustments – desaturate.  Make black the

foreground color then Select – Color range = black with a fuzziness of 200.  Hit

delete and deselect.  Ctrl-click on the pond base layer.  Select – modify – contract

= 2.  Select – inverse then hit delete and deselect.  Rename this layer to “ripples”

and set the blend to screen with 50% opacity.

64. Click back on the pond base layer and add an outer glow for dirt or sand, an inner

glow of green or tan for moss or shallow water, a 1-pixel black stroke, and an

outer bevel going down.

65.


